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wash his hands in t he Mediterranean. " As a
result there began t he series of conflicts known
as the Punic Wars, between Rome and Carthage,
· which last ed for more than a hundred years.
The first \var (264:--241 B. o.) was fought in Sicily
and ended in the wit hdrawal of the Carthaginians from t hat island and the payment of an
indemnity to Rome.
The Second Punic War (218- 201 B.o.) is sometimes called the war with Hannibal, from that
great Oarthaginian general (see Hannibal). He
invaded Italy from Spain, crossing the Alps with
a train of elephants and performing prodigies
of valour. Although he crushingly defeated.
the Romans at Cannre, the subject Italians
failed to come to his support. In the end he
was recalled to Africa, where the Roman Scipio

Augustus, and became the Roman seat of
government in Africa. When the Vandals
overran the region, Carthage became their
capital ; but when the Arabs captured it in
698 it was again destroyed. To-day only a
few ruins mark the site.
CARTIER (kiir-tyii'), JACQUES (1491-1557).
There is scarcely a promontory or bend alqng
the lower reaches of the ·St. Lawrence River
that does not carry memories of the bold French
sea captain, Jacques Oartier, who in the early
years of the 16th century discovered and explored that great stream and opened Canada
to white settlement._
Seeking a Passage to the East Indies
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Unfortunately for us Cartier was a modest
man and wrote nothing of him~elf. Little is

JACQUES C·ARTIER'S FIRST MEETING WITH AN INDIAN
•

The artist here shows us the famous explorer landing on the banks of the St. Lawrence in the course of his explorations
up-stream to the site of Montreal. l;he Indian is warning Cartier of dangers ahead, but the bold Frenchman refuses to
turn back.

-

Africanus was attacking Carthage itself. This
wa~ ended with yet more severe terms for
Carthage, including her withdrawal from Spain
and the surrender 9f her navy. «
.
Sacrifice by Carthaginian Women
The third war (149-146 B.o.) was caused by

the jealousy of Rome at signs of reviving commercial and maritime strength in Carthage.
After a herQic resistance, in which Carthaginian
women cut off their hair to make bowstrings for
the catapults or hurling machines, their city
was taken. For some years the harsh Roman
senator Cato .had ended every one of his speeches
-no matter what the subject with the words,
' ' Carthage must be destroyed'' (Delenda est
Oarthago). This policy was now adopted, and
Carthage was razed to the ground.
· A city was later built on the same site by

now known of his early years, beyond the fact
that he was a hardy Breton sailor. He first
appears in historical records as the master of a
tiny sailing vessel which set out from St. Malo
on April 20, 1534, to explore the coast of
North America for Francis I. He reached
Newfoundland on May 10, passed through the
Strait of Belle Isle, and landed at several points
in the Gulf of St. Lawrence.
Struck by the mildness of the summer climate, ·
and by the abundance of flowers and fruits
growing o~ these shores,. Cartier entered into
friendly trade with the Indians of these regions.
It is said that some of these simple-mmded
savages stripped themselves of all their winter
furs in exchange for a few beads and hatchets,
which they believed were m·agic gifts from the
strange " white gods."
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